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Summary
Recent modeling and observational work has raised the possibility that global warming might cause changes in the circulation of the ocean. Several distinct types of changes are conceivable. First, the warming of the surface ocean due to increased greenhouse warming ("global warming") would tend to reduce vertical density gradients, and thus reduce smallscale vertical turbulent mixing. Second, increased high-latitude precipitation associated with global warming, by reducing the density of surface water in the North Atlantic, could cause a slowdown or shutoff of the global thermohaline circulation. Finally, loss of Antarctic sea ice due to global warming could affect the circulation of the Southern Ocean and possibly other regions.
If such changes really occur, they could have important climatic consequences. For example, any slowdown of ocean circulation (of either the large-scale thermohaline circulation or small-scale turbulent mixing) would accelerate global greenhouse warming by reducing the amount of heat and fossil-fuel CO 2 that the oceans absorb from the atmosphere. This absorption is currently a major mitigating factor in the rate of greenhouse warming; thus a slowing of ocean circulation due to greenhouse warming could act to accelerate that warming. In addition, these circulation changes could have significant effects on organisms living in the surface ocean, due to a reduced supply of nutrients. Finally, loss of sea ice would increase the ocean volume, leading to sea level rise, and would have unknown effects upon ocean circulation.
One technical goal of this project was to investigate some of these possible changes in ocean circulation in a quantitative way, using a state-of-the art numerical model of the ocean. Another technical goal was to develop our ocean model. This model is a detailed, three-dimensional numerical model of the ocean circulation and ocean carbon cycle. In this model, the variables involving ocean circulation (e.g., temperature, salinity, and velocities) and the biogeochemical variables (e.g., 12 C, 13 C, 14 C) are defined on a three-dimensional grid that describes latitude, longitude, and depth. In terms of the physics, biology, and chemistry it includes, this model is possibly the most advanced of its kind in the world. In addition, our model is computationally state-of-the-art, in that it runs with good speed and efficiency on the latest, massively parallel, computers (e.g. Cray T3D, IBM SP-2).
A major non-technical goal of the project was to establish LLNL as a center of excellence in modeling of the ocean circulation and carbon cycle, by producing high-quality peerreviewed publications and conference talks.
In the early years of this project, we focused on the development of the ocean circulation/ocean biogeochemistry model. As part of this process, we performed a number of important studies to evaluate various ways to represent "subgrid scale" motions in ocean models-those motions whose spatial scale is smaller than individual model grid cells and are therefore not resolved by the model. Good representations of subgrid scale motions are needed for many reasons; one that has particular relevance to this project is to represent the reduced vertical turbulent mixing, discussed above, that may accompany global warming.
As part of this evaluation of competing representations of subgrid scale motions, we
showed that more advanced representations of subgrid scale motions cause an unexpectedly large reduction in calculated uptake by the ocean of anthropogenic CO 2 .
Because this uptake directly influences atmospheric CO 2 levels, a reduction in ocean uptake of anthropogenic CO 2 implies more rapid rates of predicted greenhouse warming.
A major result of this project was the finding that certain interactions between the ocean and sea ice have important and unexpected effects on the results of our ocean model (and, by implication, on the real ocean). We found that more careful modeling of interactions between the ocean and sea ice (specifically, how salt rejected during formation of ice is handled) eliminated several important problems which have always plagued numerical ocean models. These problems, poor simulation of salinity and of uptake of "transient tracers"-substances which enter the ocean over a limited period of time-are illustrated below; also shown are the improved results obtained with our improved model treatment of ocean-ice interactions.
These results suggest that sea ice-especially in the Southern Hemisphere-has an important role in maintaining the vertical density structure and circulation of the ocean. The mechanism is as follows: formation of sea ice, which contains very little salt, results in salt rejection and an increase in the salinity of local surface water. This salty, dense water tends to sink, increasing the salinity and density of subsurface water. Melting of sea ice places fresh water on the ocean surface and thus reduces the density of the surface water. likely to accurately simulate uptake of anthropogenic CO2 than is a model which represents CFC uptake poorly. Our work here on improving the simulation of ice-ocean interactions focused our attention on the fact that most ocean models grossly overestimate the fluxes of CFC into the Southern Ocean. This strongly suggests that simulated fluxes of anthropogenic CO2 into the Southern Ocean-which are believed to be higher than fluxes elsewhere-are also overestimated. Thus work performed under this project has lead us to the conclusion that the conventional wisdom-which holds that fluxes of anthropogenic CO2 into the Southern Ocean are much higher than fluxes elsewhere-is almost certainly completely erroneous, being based on poor simulations of ocean circulation. This conclusion is important because, based on these poor model simulations, significant resources are being devoted to observing carbon isotopes and other quantities in the Southern Ocean.
Problem Definition
This work investigated one of the most serious and poorly understood possible effects of anthropogenic climate change: possible changes in ocean circulation. As discussed below, several types of ocean circulation changes might be triggered by human activities. Neither the likelihood of these circulation changes, nor their effects, are well understood.
Background
Recent modeling and observational work has raised the possibility that global warming might cause changes in the circulation of the ocean. Several distinct types of changes are conceivable. First, the warming of the surface ocean due to increased greenhouse warming ("global warming") would tend to reduce vertical density gradients, and thus reduce vertical turbulent mixing. This type of mixing occurs on very local spatial scales. Second, as discussed in detail below, increased high-latitude precipitation associated with global warming, by reducing the density of surface water in the North Atlantic, could cause a slowdown or shutoff of the global thermohaline circulation. This would have a significant effect on regional climates, since it would result in a significant redistribution of heat around the globe. Finally, loss of Antarctic sea ice due to global warming could affect the circulation of the Southern Ocean. Observations (W.K. de la Mare, Abrupt mid-twentiethcentury decline in Antarctic sea-ice extent from whaling records, Nature, 389, 57-59, 1997) suggest that the areal extent of Antarctic sea ice diminished by about 25% between the 1950s and 1970s.
As mentioned above, a slowdown in the large-scale thermohaline circulation might have important climatic consequences. The other types of possible ocean circulation changes discussed above (a reduction in small-scale mixing and a reduction in sea ice extent and thickness) might also have significant effects. Reductions in small-scale vertical mixing could have significant effects on organisms living in the surface ocean, due to a reduced supply of nutrients. Reduced vertical mixing would also reduce the amount of CO 2 and heat absorbed by the ocean, thus accelerating greenhouse warming. Loss of sea ice would increase the ocean volume, leading to sea level rise, and would have unknown effects upon ocean circulation.
Objectives:
Besides the technical goals listed below, this project had the institutional goal of establishing LLNL as a center of excellence in the field of ocean-climate modeling. As discussed below, we were highly successful in meeting this goal. The technical goals of this project were to:
(1) develop state of the art models of ocean circulation and ocean biogeochemistry. In addition to being state of the art scientifically, we wanted our models to be capable of running on the latest massively parallel computers (i.e. to be state of the art computationally as well).
(2) investigate better representations in ocean models of the effects of subgrid scale ocean circulation (i.e. of circulation not resolved by ocean models). We investigated improved (5) develop an improved dataset of river runoff (i.e. river discharges in to the ocean). These data can be used as inputs to numerical ocean models, since river discharges constitute part of the fresh water "forcing" at the ocean surface.
(6) investigate and develop methods for speeding up ocean model calculations for the important class of problems in which the ocean circulation is not expected to change from year to year. The previous inability to accurately simulate these two quantities was a very serious problem. Accurate representation of salinity is critical in ocean models, because salinity in part determines the density of seawater; the density in turn helps determine the circulation. Thus one cannot hope to accurately simulate ocean circulation without a good representation of salinity. Until our work here, ocean models had nearly always produced very unrealistic simulations of salinity.
Results
Model development
Simulated uptake of CFCs is a very important test of ocean models because it is a surrogate for simulated uptake of anthropogenic carbon. (Simulating ocean uptake of anthropogenic carbon is critical because it is directly related to predicting future atmospheric concentrations of CO 2 , and thus future climate.) Because anthropogenic carbon in the ocean cannot be distinguished observationally from natural carbon, one cannot directly verify simulations of ocean uptake of anthropogenic carbon against observations. Instead, indirect tests must be used. Perhaps the most important of these is ocean uptake of CFCs, because (at least in models) concentrations of CFCs in the ocean correlate strongly with concentrations of anthropogenic CO 2 . Thus, a realistic simulation of ocean CFC uptake increases confidence in that model's ability to simulate uptake of anthropogenic CO 2 . Conversely, an unrealistic simulation of ocean CFC uptake suggests that simulated uptake of anthropogenic CO 2 will also be unrealistic.
Until recent work by us, which was paid for by other funding but made possible by this project, ocean model simulations of CFC uptake were nearly all very unrealistic in the Southern Ocean: simulated uptake was much too high. This strongly implies that these models were also grossly overpredicting ocean uptake of anthropogenic CO 2 in this region. Our results suggest that the conventional wisdom, which holds that fluxes of anthropogenic CO 2 into the Southern Ocean are much higher than elsewhere, is completely wrong, and is an artifact of poor modeled ocean circulation in this region.
This is an important result, because, on the basis of these probably erroneous model simulations, millions of dollars are now being spent making observations of carbon isotopes and related quantities in the Southern Ocean.
To summarize this work, by making a small change in our model, we were able to eliminate two serious problems which have plagued ocean models for years or decades: poor representations of salinity and poor representations of transient tracer uptake. In addition, our results strongly suggest that the widespread point of view that fluxes of anthropogenic CO 2 into the Southern Ocean are higher than elsewhere is wrong, because it is based on poor simulations of ocean circulation.
Ocean model speedup : We used the technique known as "time step splitting" to perform the simulations needed for this project. This reduced the run-time of our ocean general circulation model by a factor of 24 compared to the standard modus operandi.
In addition, we have conceived an innovative approach to developing the separate tracer transport model described above. This approach will make use of both the speed and the copious memory of the Cray T3D massively parallel computer; we estimate that this transport model will speed up ocean calculations by a factor of 2 to 10 relative to the time-step splitting technique; i.e., by a factor of 48 to 240 compared to the standard model run in the standard mode. N.B.: both of these approaches to speeding up the ocean calculation can be used only in problems where the ocean circulation does not vary from year to year. Thus they can not be used for climate change simulations, where the ocean circulation might be expected to change.
Observed river dataset : One of the input quantities required by numerical ocean models is the flux of fresh water (due to precipitation, evaporation, etc.) at the ocean surface. Part of this flux comes in the form of river discharges. Thus, a relatively complete dataset of observed river discharges is useful for running numerical ocean models. Until our recent work, the largest published dataset of this type included only about 50 rivers, and only about half the expected discharge into the ocean To remedy this inadequacy, we compiled the most extensive dataset ever assembled of river discharges to the ocean. Our dataset includes nearly 1,000 rivers, which account for roughly 70% of the discharge into the ocean. (The other 30% is mostly in the form of tiny, unmeasured rivers.) Our accomplishment was to compile and apply quality control to as many published river discharge measurements as we could find. A paper describing this dataset was published in J. Geophys. Res.. In addition, the dataset is available electronically over the internet, and has been requested and used by many researchers world-wide.
In addition to compiling river discharge measurements, we also performed new and important analyses of the global fresh-water budget. As discussed above, our dataset of approximately 1,000 rivers accounts for about 70% of the total discharge into the ocean (as estimated independently, from measurements of precipitation and evaporation over land).
We showed that the size distribution of river discharges is log-normal for three orders of magnitude of river sizes. If we extrapolate that size distribution to include smaller rivers (which are too small and too numerous to include individually in our dataset) we find that the total estimated river flow for all rivers exactly matches that estimated independently, from measurements of precipitation and evaporation over land. Thus, our analysis presents, for the first time, a self-consistent picture of the global fresh-water budget.
Conclusions
This project had significant scientific and institutional impact. Scientifically, we achieved a number of important results. The most important is the finding that adding a simple representation of subgrid scale convection to our ocean model eliminated two serious problems that have plagued ocean models for years or decades. (These problems are poor representation of salinity and poor representation of uptake of transient tracers in the Southern Ocean.) This lead us to the conclusion that the conventional wisdom-which holds that fluxes of anthropogenic carbon into the Southern Ocean are much higher than fluxes into other parts of the ocean-is probably completely erroneous, since it is based on faulty model simulations. This is a significant finding, since, on the basis of these faulty model simulations, significant resources are now being devoted to making observations of carbon isotopes and related quantities in the Southern Ocean.
In terms of institutional impact, this project was very effective at establishing LLNL as a center of excellence in modeling the ocean circulation and ocean carbon cycle. We are now one of only three institutions in the US (the other two are NCAR and GFDL/Princeton) which have the capability to do coupled ocean circulation/carbon cycle simulations. The ability to perform these simulations is critical to predicting future climate, since they are required in order to predict ocean uptake of anthropogenic CO 2 (which in part determines how much CO 2 remains in the atmosphere). Among these three institutions, we are unique in that our models run on massively parallel computers. In short, our ocean models are state of the art scientifically and computationally, and this fact is widely recognized in the climate research community.
Figures
Figure 1: Simulation of the column inventory (vertical integral of the concentration) of anthropogenic CO 2 in the ocean as of 1995. This (essentially) is fossil fuel carbon which has been removed form the atmosphere. This simulation shows the conventional result, which is that column inventories of anthropogenic CO 2 are much higher in the Southern Ocean than elsewhere. As discussed in the text, our results strongly suggest that this conventional result is wrong, and that column inventories of anthropogenic CO 2 in the Southern Ocean are actually not much higher than elsewhere.
Figure 2: observations (top panel) and two simulations of salinity in the Atlantic ocean. The middle panel, which is typical of results produced with numerical ocean models, show unrealistically low salinities in much of the deep ocean. The simulation shown in the bottom panel, which uses a crude treatment of subgrid scale convection developed by us, has much more realistic salinities. Poor representation of salinity is a serious problem which, until now, has plagued ocean models.
